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AIM 

To pick warehouse inventory in several stages, during which inventory is stored temporarily in 

intermediate bins before being moved to the final target bin. 

WORKING ASSUMPTIONS  

 The full WMS module has been installed in Priority 

 The necessary setups have been performed for using the WMS module (see the SOP: 

Setting up WMS standard operating procedure). 

 Pick tasks have been created in the system (see the various standard operating 

procedures that deal with pick tasks). 

SETUPS 

1. Enter the Storage Zones form and retrieve any storage zones in which multiple pick 

tasks are performed. 

2. In the Intermed. Pick Bin column, record the default bin to which to pick parts from 

each storage zone when there is a set of multiple pick tasks. 

3. To define a different Informed. Pick Bin for a specific aisle in the zone, enter the Aisles 

in Storage Zone sub-level form. 

Note: if you chose to work with default intermediate bins set for aisles, it is 

recommended to use Split by Aisle splitting method for pick tasks (defined in the Task 

Splitting Methods form). 

4. Enter the Statuses for Order Items form and make sure that one of the statuses is 

flagged in the Followup Warehs Task column. 

PROCEDURE 

STAGE 1: DEFINING A TASK IN A SET OF MULTIPLE PICK TASKS 

1. Once pick tasks have been created (manually or via a pick wave), in the Warehouse 

Tasks form, retrieve the task that you want to perform in stages. 

2. Report the picked quantities. 

Note: Alternatively, you can also report quantities after running the Execute Next Pick 

Task program. 

3. Run the Execute Next Pick Task program by Direct Activation from the form. In the 

input screen, select the intermediate bin as follows: 

 Select 1 to chose the bin manually during the program run. After clicking OK, 

another input screen will open in which you can record the bin. 

 Select 2 to determine the bin by the default defined for the aisle from which 

items are picked in this task. 
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 Select 3 to determine the bin by the default defined for the zone from which 

items are picked in this task. 

RESULTS 

 The target document becomes a warehouse transfer and the target bin becomes 

the intermediate bin selected in the program. 

 The flag is removed from the Last Pick Task column in the current warehouse task. 

 The code of the target document that will be opened when the task is completed is 

displayed in the Subsequent Tasks sub-level form. 

STAGE 2: OPENING A TASK FOR THE NEXT STAGE 

1. Change the task status to fully reported 

2. Once the items have been moved to the intermediate bin and reported, run the 

Prepare Documents program by Direct Activation from the form. 

RESULTS 

 A warehouse transfer document has been prepared 

 A new task has been opened to pick the inventory from the intermediate bin to the 

original target bin and the completed pick task is linked to it and is displayed in the 

Preceding Tasks sub-level form. 

 Details of the new pick task appear in the Subsequent Tasks sub-level form for the 

completed warehouse task. 

STAGE 3: CLOSING THE LAST PICK TASK 

1. When the last stage in the set has been completed, report the picked quantities and 

change the task status to fully reported. 

2. Run the prepare documents program from the list of Direct Activations to create a 

packing slip (or shipping document, depending on task definitions).  

Note: the document will be finalised if a final status was defined for inventory 

documents prepared upon completion of a pick task (in the Document Types per 

Task Type sub-level of the Warehouse Task Types form). 

RESULT 

The set of multiple pick tasks has been completed. That is, inventory has been moved to the 

original target bin, quantities have been reported and the relevant documents have been 

prepared. 


